Frog Street Pre-K is a comprehensive, research-based program that integrates instruction across developmental domains and early learning disciplines. The program is engaging for both teachers and children and is easy to implement.

Frog Street Pre-K Curriculum includes:

- Welcome Guide
- 9 Teacher Guides
- Adaptations for Young Learners Guide
- Literature Library
  - 35 theme Books (English and Spanish)
  - 11 Math and Science Books (English and Spanish)
- 138 Photo Activity Cards
- 194 Vocabulary Cards (English and Spanish)
- 34 Sets of Sequence Cards
- Alphabet Wall Cards
- 16 Compound Word Cards
- 218 Pocket Photos
- Letter and Word Cards
- 9-Book Teacher Resource Library
- 34 Magnetic Bilingual Story Folders
- Math Manipulatives and Science Exploration Tools
- Games & Patterns CD
- Music & Listening CDs (also provided digitally)
- Fanny Frog Plush Puppet

Frog Street Pre-K is available in English, Spanish and Bilingual versions.

Frog Street Pre-K includes an Adaptations for Young Learners Guide that provides instruction for children 36-48 months and children with special needs. All materials are aligned to the Head Start Early Learning Outcomes Framework (HSELOF) and the Georgia Early Learning and Development Standards.

*All prices for curriculum kits include shipping. Regional Webinar pricing is per person (dates include: July 14, August 4 and August 18, 2020).